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Abstract

Rural whites suddenly find themselves in the spotlight. They have been credited (or disgraced, depending upon
political affiliations) with being decisive in the election of Donald Trump, and the few academic books that have
emerged offer provocative terms to explain their choice, including deservingness, empathy walls, the Great Paradox,
and, perhaps most famously, the politics of resentment. All of these published accounts are fascinating, yet all have
limited explanatory power, especially because they all fail to account for the centrality of religion in their lives.
Drawing on field work and interviews in central Wisconsin, reviewing the best available evidence on voting behavior,
and reconsidering the inter- and intra-personal practices of religiosity amidst continued changes in American
religious institutions, this project offers a reconceptualization of how religion inherently structures the political
orientation of rural white voters.  A comprehensive explanation for the political orientation of these rural voters must
include, (rather than ignore) religion. In this project, we emphasize that resentment and religiosity co-exist among
rural white voters. Even more, the conceptualization of religion needs to be updated beyond attitude scales and
attendance. How religiosity â€œworksâ€ � on the political orientation of rural white voters demands drawing on more
contemporary theorizing that is not dependent on static definitions of church membership or an over-reliance on the
imprinting of childhood socialization through affiliation. Instead, we develop an argument showing that if religion
matters, and we think it does, it matters because of the dynamic role religion takes in providing frameworks of
legitimation and parameters of justification, one that is not simply a function of standard quantitative measures but
rather focuses on the apparent contradictions of lived experience, revealing the manner in which rural white
religiosity accommodates both otherworldly ideas of God, the Bible, sin, and salvation as well as this-worldly ideas of
fairness, equality, justice, and the good life.  
    The key question in Rustbelt Religion is this: How does religion relate to the alienation and partisanship evident in
rural white voters? Based on 2016 reports from the Pew Research Center, almost half of the Wisconsinites would have
considered themselves â€œhighly religious.â€ � And Wisconsinâ€™s steepled rural main streets attest to the cultural
influence of Lutheran and Catholic churches. If scholars and journalists want to fully understand rural life in the United
States, we need to have disciplined, theoretically sensitive qualitative detail to elicit the contours of faith, economics,
place, and politics.   

Project
Outcome

A tentative book prospectus is in process. Multiple conference presentations are also likely. In both instance, the
student would be identified as contributing to the research. It may also be the case that the student will have the
opportunity to present the research. 

This project offers scholars and public policy leaders a reconceptualization of how religion inherently structures the
political orientation of rural white voters.  




